Transform Your Data Center to Control Costs, Improve
Availability and Increase Operational Efficiency
NTT DATA Managed Data Center Services

Shift your focus from infrastructure to business
Managing your IT in the digital and cloud
era is complex. Add the convergence
of business and IT, and the result is
maxed-out IT resources that are unable
to get it all done. Budgets are shrinking,
complexity is rampant and demands are
growing faster than IT leaders can
plan, manage and execute with traditional
solutions.
Meet these increasing demands by
teaming up with NTT DATA Services.
Our portfolio of people, processes and
technology helps you to do more with
solutions that utilize our end-to-end

capabilities. Many of our services are
widely recognized by industry leaders
and analysts as some of the best
capabilities in the market.
No matter the size of your organization,
our team provides a consistent and
exceptional customer-centric experience.
Through our comprehensive portfolio of
transformational outsourcing services
and global capabilities, we deliver
solutions designed to meet
your needs and make your IT a true
business enabler.

Trust NTT DATA to
help you reduce
complexity, improve
productivity and
collaboration, and
enable intelligent
data centers.

Transform your data-center infrastructure
Start your infrastructure transformation
journey toward an as-a-service model
with support from NTT DATA experts.
We provide managed services focused
on enabling intelligent data centers, with
a tangible target of reducing businessprocess cycle times and improving
productivity through faster data
processing, flexibility and elasticity.
We can:
• Optimize your daily operations
• Consolidate data centers
• Simplify, virtualize, automate and
orchestrate your storage, network
and server environments
• Enable seamless connectivity and
usability of private, public and
hybrid clouds

Platform Management and Cloud
Services by NTT DATA
Our services are focused on delivering
the right capabilities in response to your
specific challenges and goals, covering
the complete range of operating systems
and infrastructure components, from
Wintel, virtualization, UNIX and Linux
to large systems and public, private
and hybrid clouds. Our highly flexible
approach in managing the platform and
infrastructure environment, combined
with our deep global experience, enables
you to:
• Optimize and consolidate servers,
workloads and applications to
increase uptime, maximize space,
and reduce power, cooling and
operational costs
• Take advantage of our best-inclass automation and orchestration
framework, methodology and
comprehensive toolsets to build a
fully business-aligned server and
computing infrastructure

Storage, Protection and
Management Services by NTT
DATA
Organizations such as yours are finding it
difficult to support continuously growing
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data and complex underlying storage and
data management systems. Our services,
together with our unique storage and
data management strategy, allow you to
manage data growth while ensuring it
remains secure, compliant and available.
We help you optimize the way data is
stored, protected, managed and made
available in your environment.
Our portfolio includes managed
transformational services for multi-vendor
storage and data protection systems,
which also enables a seamless migration
to a cloud and utility model within our
data centers. We help you:
• Consolidate, virtualize, automate and
orchestrate your storage and data
protection infrastructure to increase
availability, maximize usability and
reduce maintenance costs
• Craft and execute your data storage
and protection environment strategy
in support of a digital-enabled
business

• A rich catalog of database
management services
• Efficiencies realized from a real-time
global delivery model

Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuity Services by NTT DATA
Reducing the risk of downtime and data
loss in the event of a disaster through
fully resilient and available businessaligned IT services represents a critical
factor for the success of your business.
We provide complete disaster recovery
solutions to protect the integrity and
availability of your critical systems and
data that help you:
• Minimize and eliminate the risk of
a catastrophic data loss — and the
subsequent disruption
• Design and implement a
comprehensive data protection
policy that meets your compliance
requirements
• Optimize spending on disaster
recovery while making sure your
organization is prepared for the worst

Enterprise Network Services by
NTT DATA

Enterprise Database Management
Services by NTT DATA
Data availability and usability represent
a critical factor in business growth and
success, and enable you to proactively
respond to market trends and changes.
Our services focus on increasing the
responsiveness and availability of
your IBM DB2, Informix, Microsoft
SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and SAP/
Sybase platforms. We partner with you
to transform your database management
model through:
• A legacy of industry-leading tools
and practices

Enterprise Network Services are
designed to enable a converged and IT
service-centric data center in support
of your business. We help reduce your
network complexity and costs, increase
access to applications, enable internal
and external collaboration, and convert
your disconnected network environment
into a single, integrated one. From core
to access, and from end user to the data
center, we bring in the right technologies
to:
• Virtualize your network environment
and allow quick provisioning, high
reliability and availability
• Orchestrate, automate and enable
a modular and heterogeneous
environment that is flexible and
adaptable to your business demands

• Improve compliance while saving
time and resources and gain a
competitive advantage in both brand
value and reputation

Data Center Security Services by
NTT DATA
In a digital business era where security
breaches are prevalent and incident
response is a growing concern, our
security services protect the integrity,
confidentiality and availability of your data
and environment. Our network security,
information security management, and
security and endpoint administration
services allow you to:
• Be completely protected against
internal and external threats

Data Center Hosting and
Operations Services by NTT DATA
The demand for cost and risk reduction,
coupled with the need to focus on core
business and cloud enablement, has
become a driver for IT transformation. Let
us handle your day-to-day IT operations
to increase system reliability and

availability while reducing your operation
support costs. We implement on-site and
remote management options for your
data-center facilities to reduce the total
cost of operations, or we can offer
hosting services within our secure,
highly available technology centers for
all your infrastructure equipment. We
offer a variety of space options to enable
flexibility for all environment types and
sizes, augmented with a comprehensive
set of operational services.

Get the support you need
Designed to meet the needs of your
business, NTT DATA Managed Data
Center Services provide complete endto-end, outcome-based, transformational
support to accelerate your business
growth. We provide you with a flexible
delivery model tailored to maximize
results, drive efficiencies, reduce risk and
provide immediate time to value.

Flexible services designed by you
Comprehensive skill set: Gain access
to skilled professionals, on-site or
remote, when and where you need

115,000+
Managed server
instances

Transformational service delivery
framework: Our IT Infrastructure
Library-aligned delivery methodology is
integrated with a patented transformation
framework and supported by
comprehensive toolsets to efficiently help

220PB+

600,000+

9,000+

7500+

200+
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of installed
storage

Installed MIPS
(millions of
instructions per
second)

Managed Services
customers

Managed Data Center Services footprint
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them to fast-track your IT projects and
transform your IT into a business-aligned
function. We work with you to ensure you
optimize your investment in technologies
and services to achieve a data-center
environment designed for agility,
efficiency and quality demands.

you manage your enterprise-class datacenter environments, and enable you to
utilize and integrate the right technology
and capability at the right time — with
clear and measureable business
outcomes.
Value co-creation: We partner with you
to create solutions and services that are
aligned with your business strategy, and
to seamlessly integrate capabilities and
technologies in support of your journey
toward a digital-enabled business.

24x7

Time we
are available to
take your call

messaging and
collaboration
users supported

infrastructure-asa-service
instances
managed

Major delivery
regional hubs

75,000+
Managed
virtual servers
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Global
service desks

Enable your data center with best-in-class services
Delivering expert guidance and support
from concept to completion, we are
uniquely equipped to strategize and
enable your infrastructure to scale on
demand while reducing cost
and complexity.
While our best-in-class solutions help
you maximize IT efficiency and increase
productivity, we work with you to create
a seamless path to a data-center-as-aservice model that utilizes a mix of cloud,
traditional and hybrid solutions.

your organization to make the most
of managed services, look to us for
help. Take advantage of our tools,
expertise and global delivery framework
to integrate and optimize managed
services that provide business-aligned,
secure solutions for today and tomorrow
spanning traditional, hybrid and cloud
environments — helping you foster
innovation, drive growth and
enable transformation.

Begin your journey today
It’s time to unleash your data center
to drive results. And as you evolve

Flexible
transformation
services

Intelligent
converged
infrastructure

Seamless
cloud
enablement

Business-class
connected
devices

Data-driven
insights

End-to-end
connected
security

Modernize
apps/platforms
faster and with
less risk

Unify
management
of data-center
components

Extend
the delivery and
management of
IT services

Empower
the workforce
and drive
performance

Discover the
information
hidden in
your data

Safeguard
seamlessly from
wide-ranging
threats

Connect
your workforce

Inform
your decisions

Protect
your organization

Transform
your IT efficiency
Innovating in key areas to create more value across the enterprise

Visit nttdataservices.com/managedservices to learn more.
NTT DATA partners with clients to navigate the modern complexities of business and technology, delivering the insights,
solutions and outcomes that matter most. We’re a top 10 global IT services and consulting provider that wraps deep
industry expertise around a comprehensive portfolio of infrastructure, applications and business process
services.
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